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Please forgive a small, but important digression. In my studies in graduate school, I was 

primarily interested in how we think and how we create, particularly in writing. I shifted 

from focusing on individual thinking and individual creating to how we think and create 

together. Anthropology helped me to understand the role of culture in shaping thinking 

and creating, and to recognize that the emergence of cultural forms was an inescapably 

collaborative effort. Edgar Allan Poe could write the first detective story, but “detective 

story” was not a genre until others took it up and began to cultivate it and elaborate it. 

Cognitive anthropology helped me better understand how we think and create in the 

context of a wide range of relationships—internal and external, physical and 

psychological and social, abstract and concrete. We use tools, social structures, 

institutions, and even language that shapes our thinking and our creations in very 

particular ways. And in turn, the ways that we think and express ourselves create new 

cultural forms. 

But I was also interested in how technology was changing the ways that we think and 

create together. Beginning with the earliest messaging systems involving mainframes, 

networks, and humans, right up to our elaborated systems for cultural formation and 

expression such as Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, Google, the web, we have enmeshed 

technology in networks of hardware, software, social systems, human minds and 

hearts, institutions such as universities and hospitals and governments and business, 

and many other domains, with enormous and revolutionary effects. 

At the same time, I was deeply concerned about the natural world, and the impact of 

our interactions with it. I was teaching about the Gaia hypothesis in ecology, the theory 

that considers the earth one large living system. Naturally this led to an interest in 

systems and the new research on the surprising properties and processes we discover 

when we stop looking only at individual entities and start looking at the overall systems 

in which they are embedded. Rather than static properties or fixed identities, we find 

ourselves studying relationships and processes, interdependencies and unintended 

consequences. 

This perspective is not widely shared. It seems to me that only a small fraction of 

people are able to look in this way. It is not a theory or a model, it is a way of seeing, a 

shift in perspectives. And surprisingly enough, it is not new. Our technological networks 

of computers, phones, and media have simply brought a new focus to what the Buddha 

taught over 2500 years ago. It is what he awakened to, on that clear night when he saw 

the morning star and realized the interdependence of all being. 

To see in this way is to see that everything is in a continuous state of transformation; 

nothing is permanent, nothing is separate from everything else. Nothing has an 

independent existence, as everything is dependent upon the causes and conditions that 

brought it into being and that sustain it. We help create some of those causes and 

conditions, both individually and collectively. In complex adaptive systems, the 

consequences of any event cannot be ultimately predicted. A tiny impact may have 
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long-lasting and massive consequences; a major catastrophe may only shift things 

temporarily and a tiny bit. Everyone can recall a few words or a sentence that changed 

the course of their life (my sister asking me, “what would your dream job be?”); 

everyone can probably also recall a supposedly huge event that had little impact on 

them (my high school graduation, for example). 

Furthermore, in this view, systems are embedded in other systems and those systems 

are embedded in even larger systems, all the way out to the cosmos. Individuals are 

embedded in families, workplaces, neighborhoods, which are themselves embedded in 

regions, corporations, political systems, financial systems, nations and global systems 

of commerce, communication, and natural systems: oceans, atmospheres, biospheres, 

forests, deserts, mountains, and so on. Meanwhile, systems are themselves composed 

of other systems. An individual human has circulatory systems, digestive systems, 

skeletal systems, immune systems right down to cellular systems all interdependently 

working to create and sustain this thing we call “myself.” 

In systems thinking we focus on the health and well-being of a thriving ecosystem, 

whether that ecosystem is global or microscopic, rather than focusing only on individual 

parts. This may seem too complex to even contemplate, much less to deal with, 

especially since we can never be entirely sure that our actions and interventions will 

have the desired results. Still, it’s a probabilistic universe: on balance, if we exercise, eat 

wholesome foods, enjoy warm social connections, and take time for reflection, we are 

more likely to enjoy a healthy and high quality of life than if we do not attend to our 

systems in these ways. Even so, we all know the stories of people living to a ripe old 

age while smoking cigarettes, drinking wine, and never exercising, while unfairly, a 

young man in the prime of life drops dead while jogging. Living systems cannot 

ultimately be explainable, predictable, controllable. 

What does this have to do with our establishment of a Buddhist sangha? From my 

observations, many sanghas and their leaders seem to miss this crucial way of seeing 

and understanding living systems. In our culture, we naturally tend to focus on 

individuals and individual psychology or behavior in particular. As a result, sanghas and 

their leadership often find themselves reacting to situations in ways that are at least 

unskillful and at worst catastrophic. It is as though the moment there is some difficulty, 

all awareness of the Buddha’s teaching about dependent co-arising and its corollaries— 

impermanence, non-self, and dukkha—vanishes. The community descends into 

personal accusations, individual judgments and attacks, righteousness, blame, shame, 

and recrimination. 

It is the responsibility of the leadership of any sangha to keep always in mind the well-

being of the whole. What gives life to the system? What helps it thrive and find its 

optimal expression? What helps keep it on the growing edge right between the order 

that provides stability and the chaos that provides creativity and evolutionary 

transformation? What story are we creating together? This primary concern goes far 

beyond the unhappiness of an individual student or the arbitration of differences 

between two members, factions or groups. It asks, how is this situation impacting the 

entire sangha? How can we help the entire sangha evolve toward a welcome resolution 

through the teachings of wisdom and compassion, rather than how can we make this 
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student happy, or how can we make the fighting stop, or what rules should we create 

to prevent this from ever happening again? 

Where there are systemic structural issues in sanghas—weak leadership, lack of 

diversity, unhealthy power dynamics, divisive factions, and so on—there is no remedy 

by addressing individual “problems,” nor by replacing one individual in the system with 

another. This is how so many sanghas and entire lineages falter and even collapse. 

People can lose decades of their lives on ineffectual attempts to remediate systemic 

issues with individualistic means. Whole communities can become mired in an endless 

round of bitter recriminations, projections, failed attempts at reconciliation, mediation, 

drafting ever more restrictive policies, and town hall meetings that serve only to feed 

festering resentments and painful memories. People disengage and dissociate from the 

spiritual path, and may become disheartened and cynical about it. Why? Because they 

are not thinking together how to bring health and wholeness to a system, but rather 

how blame and punishment should be assigned to individuals. This is not healing 

medicine where there has been systemic damage. 

Even supposedly individual crimes—sexual abuse, alcoholism, theft, and so on— in the 

context of a sangha (or a family or a workplace, or a country) clearly have systemic 

effects. They cannot be dealt with as individual anomalies or singular events. How the 

system responds makes all the difference between wounds that never heal and a 

system that evolves more resilient, healthy, and stable than before. So just to be clear, 

everything—everything—that happens in a sangha, in a sangha member, or in a 

relationship among sangha members, has an effect on the entire system, including 

those things we believe are hidden, secret, private, outside, irrelevant, or 

inconsequential. Nothing is separate, and everything is personal—across the system.  

That does not mean that nothing is confidential; obviously the communication between 

students or sangha members and teachers is strictly confidential, but even so, it is 

consequential, and its effects, whether spoken or unspoken, still impact the system. 

Often, sanghas miss this critical perspective when dealing with problems in the sangha. 

Leaders and sangha members alike may be misguided when dealing with people who 

simply are not able or ready to make use of what we offer, whether because of 

psychological or social disorders, life circumstances, criminal behavior, or physical needs 

we are not equipped to accommodate. Teachers may be able to work separately with 

some of these people, but always we must be mindful of the larger sangha as a system 

with limited capacities, skills, resources, and training. With that in mind, it is sometimes 

a wiser path to find alternative resources for those who either cause toxic disruption in 

the system or whom we are unable to properly serve. Our bodhisattva vow does not 

mean that we must try haplessly to “help” while the whole sangha system founders. 

However, we are also concerned with the development and healthy evolution of the 

sangha, so together we can be discerning about what we might learn to manage in a 

system. Difficulties present opportunities to teach and to learn healthy approaches and 

methods together. So much that has emerged most recently in Zen sanghas has been 

forged through this collective determination to work systemically toward well-being and 

liberation. It is heartening and inspiring to see how American Zen has matured and even 

surpassed Japanese Zen in these efforts, efforts toward increasing the diversity in our 
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sanghas, toward recognition of women teachers and lay teachers, toward a genuine 

householder practice as deep and profound as monastic living, toward peacemaking and 

conflict resolution. We are breaking new ground not in individual enlightenment 

experiences, but in sanghas as systems for waking up and growing up together  in what 

Peter Hershock calls improvisational virtuosity and social concourse. They are the 

vehicles for the realization of the bodhisattva vow, not as an epic individual quest, but as 

the dramatic encounter of new systems of meaning and new social architectures with 

all the expiring systems of a suffering world. 

A tiny system such as Appamada is only a seed, but a seed is a system for creating a 

forest, and a forest is a system for purifying the air, cooling and enriching the ground, 

fixing moisture in the soil, and providing a habitat for birds, butterflies, beetles, ants, and 

worms. Its seeds are borne by winds, by birds, by wolves and bears and rabbits to 

entirely new lands. No one can truly say just how far a system spreads, or where or 

even when its influence ends. The Buddha was one man who lived in India a long, long 

time ago. He envisioned a system of mutual care, ethical behavior, and mindful 

attention, a way that people could live harmoniously together and within their world. He 

traveled only a few hundred miles in his forty-five years of  teaching. But because he 

understood the nature of systems, from mental systems to social and even cosmic 

systems, he saw how we produce suffering for ourselves and others and how the 

whole system of suffering could be dissolved. We are still embodying this systems 

view of the whole universe and our place in it, together. Millions of people have lived 

the Buddhist path and conveyed the teachings down to the present day. I believe the 

four noble truths should be viewed not merely as instructions for individual seekers, but 

as descriptions of truths for whole systems, from the tiny to the vast. This is suffering 

together, this is the origin of suffering together, this is the cessation of suffering 

together, this is the path leading to the cessation of suffering. 

Let us follow this path together. 


